
Algebraic Number Theory — problem sheet #3

1. (i) Show that AQ = R× (Ẑ⊗Q).

(ii) Use Theorem 5.4 to show that for any extension L/K of number fields AL ' AK ⊗K L.

(iii) Let L/K be a finite extension of number fields, Show that the trace maps trLw/Kv
: Lw → Kv define

an additive homomorphism trL/K : AL → AK , whose restriction to L is the trace map L→ K.

(iv) Repeat (iii) for the norm map and the idele group.

2. (i) Let K be a number field, and m =
∑

vmv · (v) be a modulus. Write S for the finite support of m (the
set of finite places v for which mv > 0). Show that the inclusion

∏
O∗v ⊂ JK induces a homomorphism∏

v∈S

O∗v
1 + πmv Ov

→ JK
K∗UK,m

(ii) Suppose that mv = 0 for every real place of K. Show that the map in (i) fits into an exact sequence

o∗K →
∏
v∈S

O∗v
1 + πmv Ov

→ JK
K∗UK,m

→ Cl(K)→ 0.

(iii) Suppose that mv = 1 for every real place of K. Show that the map in (i) fits into an exact sequence

o∗K,+ →
∏
v∈S

O∗v
1 + πmv Ov

→ JK
K∗UK,m

→ Cl+(K)→ 0

where o∗K,+ ⊂ o∗K is the subgroup of totally positive units, and Cl(K) is the narrow ideal class group of
K.

3. Compute the order and structure of the ray class group Clm(K) in each of the following cases:

i) K = Q(i), m = (3)

ii) K = Q(
√

5), m = (v) + (∞) + (∞′) where v is the place given by the prime ideal (
√

5), and∞,
∞′ are the two infinite places.

iii) K = Q(
√
−5), m = 3(v) where v is the unique place over 2.

4. (i) Consider the lattice oK ⊂
∏

k|∞Kv and the quadratic form Qw used in the proof of the Analytic
Class Number Formula. Recall that choosing an orthonormal basis (for the inner product associated to
Qw) determines a measure on

∏
k|∞Kv. Show that the volume of the quotient

∏
k|∞Kv/oK does not

depend on w.

(ii) By taking w = 0, determine this volume.

(iii) Use the integral representation of ζK(C, s) to show that the residue of ζK(C, s) at s = 1 equals

2r1+r2πr2RK

wK

√
|dK |

.

(This is what is classically known as the analytic class number formula.)

(iv) Use the functional equation for the Epstein zeta function to show that ζK(C, s) satisfies the functional
equation

ZK(C, s) = ΓR(s)r1ΓC(s)r2ζK(C, s) = |dK |1/2−s ZK(C−1, 1− s).

5. Let L/K be an extension of number fields of degree n. Suppose that almost all places v of K split
completely in L (i.e. #{w|v} = n). By comparing ζL(s) and ζK(s)n show that L = K.


